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Abstract— Cyber security is one of the most fast growing field at
present. Their main focus is to find the reasons of losing secure
information. Malicious URLs usage is one of the main causes of
such problems. This types of URLs having a short life span, and
are generated daily. Researchers uses different techniques for
detecting such URLs. Among those methods, Blacklist is the
traditional and simplest approach. But due to its simplicity, it
cannot work properly and so that the various Machine Learning
techniques are introduced. This paper presents perceptron model
known as Kozinec algorithm for classifying and detecting
malicious URLs. The perceptron algorithm is used for learning of
a linear classifier. Once implemented, the advantage of this
algorithm is once implemented, it will also be used for learning of
a non-linear extension of the classifier for the case of a quadratic
discriminant function. Using this method the proposed system
reduces the complexity of detecting malicious URLs. For
reducing false positive rate an SVM method is also used. So that
the proposed system gives an efficient classification of malicious
URLs from benign one.
Keywords— Malicious URLs, Blacklist, Machine Learning, False
positives, Kozinec, SVM.

I.
INTRODUCTION
More than half of the population having access on the
Internet so the usage of the World Wide Web (WWW) has
increasing day by day. Among this most of the people uses
internet in a good way. But everything in this world having
good and bad face. So a few portion of population using
internet with bad intentions. For searching information in a
browser or opening email messages can happened only after
accessing an URL (Uniform Resource Locator). But this
people with bad intention can make some malware activities in
this URLs. Malware, or malicious attacks are propagated by
the usage of Internet. The explicit hacking attempts, drive-by
exploits, social engineering, phishing, watering hole, man-inthe middle, SQL injections, loss/theft of devices, denial of
service, distributed denial of service, and many others are
variety of techniques used to implement website attacks. The
limitations of traditional security management technologies
are becoming more and more serious given this exponential
growth of new security threats, rapid changes of new IT
technologies, and significant shortage of security
professionals. These attacking techniques are realized by
spreading malicious URLs. For avoiding the loss in secure
information it is important to identifying the malicious URLs.
Identification of such URLs are not an easy task and its always
being an important area of Cyber security. Some of the most
popular types of malware or malicious URLs attacks are
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Drive-by Download, Phishing and Social Engineering, and
Spam. A drive-by download is a program that is automatically
downloaded to our computer without our knowledge. It can be
initiated by simply visiting a Web site or viewing an HTML email message. It is installed along with a user-requested
application. For affecting the genuine web pages, the phishing
and social engineering attacks ploy users into disclosing their
sensitive information. Spam is used as voluntary messages for
the purpose of advertising or phishing. Detecting malicious
URLs in a timely manner is a very big concern exists in today’s
world. This paper attempts to build a system that uses two
layer analysis to analyse the URL in the internet. The
systems is learns on itself. By correctly classified URL the
database can be updated. For further classification of the new
URLs this database is again used for finding matches. This
approaches ensures that the system approaches higher levels of
accuracy as the system proceeds on to classify. To attain the
final results the system uses two detection and classification
models. The research paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the related works, Section 3 describes the proposed
technique, Section 4 presents the results analysis and finally
Section 5 describes the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORKS
From Jian Zhang et al. [1], Blacklist method is one of the
traditional method for detecting malicious URLs. In this
method the set of URLs that are malicious in past can be stored
in a database. A search happens in this database can be
performed whenever a user visits into a new URL. A warning
will be generated to show the URL is malicious if the URL is
present in Blacklist. The advantage of this method is it can be
implemented very easily and having low positive rate. URLs
are generated in a daily basis. Even though it is impossible to
detect new ultimatum in daily generated URLs. So for such
cases this method is useless.
For identifying phishing sites by extracting phishing site
features, Seifert et al [2] introduces a Heuristic or rule based
approach which is an extended version of [1]. In this method,
a blacklist of signatures is created whenever a new URL is
arrived. With the available signature lists, an analysis takes
place. As the result of this analysis phase, if a matching will be
shown then the URL is referred as malicious. For each
recognized attacks, this method assigns a signature. Signature
based method and Behavior based method is used in [2] for
detecting malicious URLs. The Signature based method is
described in [3], which uses additional amount of resources
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such as time, money and work force for bring out distinctive
signature. So Behavior based method is mostly used. This
method can be described in [4]. In this method the URLs
showing same behavior are collected for detection. But this
method takes huge amount of scanning time and it doesn’t give
the details of false positives. And another drawback is that
whenever user visits in a website an immediate attack is
launched and it causes the failure in detecting the generated
attacks.
Most of the researchers then started to apply different machine
learning techniques in detecting and classifying malicious
URLs from benign one. Machine learning methods [14] focus
on providing a system to learn by itself and improve from
experience without having any specific program. This method
provides ability to the computer to learn automatically without
any interference with humans. Important machine learning
techniques are supervised earning, unsupervised learning and
semi-supervised
learning.
The
key
difference
between supervised and unsupervised
learning in machine
learning is the use of training data [15]. Supervised learning
having trained data. Prior training data is not present in
unsupervised learning. Semi-supervised learning contains both
labelled and unlabeled set of data.
False positive rate determines the efficiency of a method which
detect malicious URLs. Several researchers give importance to
reduce false positives. False positives are more dangerous than
false negatives when considering real life situations. So the
methods which doesn’t give information about false positives
is not that much efficient. According to various studies by
different researchers, detecting malicious URLs using different
machine learning algorithms must give more importance to
false positive rates.
In [5], the researchers uses a unique approach to get a low false
positive rate. In this method the average can be taken for the
binary classification returned by individual filters, then by
taking average of log-odd estimates based on scores returned
by individual filters and also using a static method like logistic
regression. Overall this method combines results of 53
different spam filters as an alternative of using one filter.
Two method introduced in [6] for minimizing false positive
rate as well as false negative rate. Both this method is based on
a logistic regression and Naïve Bayes techniques. First method
consists of stratifications. Here it gives more importance to
weighting good messages than spam data. The second method
gives more concern to easily classifying the samples which are
discarded and this classification focus on similar ones and this
methods can be used to classify even the harder regions.
For detecting malicious URLs, [7] uses different offline
supervised and unsupervised learning methods. This is based
on memory footprint. Here URL strings only considered for the
feature extraction stage and not considering any external
information’s. In this paper for zero false positives and for
good detection rate, One side Class (OSC) perceptron is used.
For generating clusters and for URLs classification,
Fingerprint algorithms (FASV) is also used. Most of the URLs
having short life span. So according to this paper such URLs
can be easily detected.
By extracting both lexical form of URLs and using URLs
external information Ma.et al [8] find a new possibility. In this
paper, the URL detection can be done by using Online
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supervised learning. Perceptron algorithms and Confident
weighted algorithm are two online learning algorithms used
here. A real time URL stream is used for updating the
elementary model. This method give good detection rate and
give a detailed study about the importance of retraining the
algorithms with new features. But the one and only disadvantage of this paper is it doesn’t give any detailed
information about false positives, thus this method is
inefficient.
Blum et al. [9] also follows the same method of [8] without
using host based information of URLs. But their studies also
doesn’t give any details about false positives.
Cost Sensitive Online Active Learning (CSOAL) is another
framework used in [10]. CSOAL is focus on detecting realworld online malicious URLs. The feature extraction phase
consider both URLs host based information and URLs string
information. The ratio between malicious and benign section
are highly disproportional while accessing URLs from real
word. So in this paper another performance metric such as the
sum of weighted sensitivity and specificity can be optimized
instead of maximizing online accuracy. This paper correctly
classifies malicious URLs from benign one.
In [11] a perceptron algorithm used for zero false positives.
This goal of this approach is to classifying all the inputs as
benign and malicious more correctly by regulating separate
plans for each class. This paper concluded that after a certain
period of time, the detection rate is reduces and gives a low
false positive rate. Because at the final stage of this method
gives a plane. Here one part of the plane contains malicious
files only and the other part contains clean and malicious files.
It can again analyzed and then they comes with the above
conclusion.
SVM-AR ensemble learning approach proposed in [12] is a
very good method for detection of malicious URLs. Some of
the researchers tries to increase the controlling of malware
detection and introduces this method. SVM-AR is a
combination of SVMs (Support Vector Machine) and
association rules. To classifying benign and malicious files
SVM gives a hyper plane. There are some false positives
occurred in this SVMs hyper plane. So using association rules,
the local optima filters reduces this false positives. This method
give more accurate details about detection rate and false
positives rates than other methods. Even though this system is
very complex.
In [13] Anton et al. proposed a semi-supervised machine
learning method to detect malicious URLs. Their main goal is
to identifying new and prevalent malicious URLs. For this a
system can be created which uses an easily trained detection
model. The authors using One side Class (OSC) Perceptron
algorithm as training algorithm. The feature extraction phase
uses lexical based features of URL. They uses OSC-3 model
for detection and error correction. This method uses a cached
database for collecting URLs for limited period of time. This
system is based on a live stream of URLs. For the limited
period of time it gives the exact URLs classification as two
classes such as malicious and benign. Due to the usage of OSC3 perceptron model this method is very complex.
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III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
To solve the problems discussed in section II, this paper
propose a perceptron model to identify, classify and detect
malicious URLs. This paper have attempted an approach that
employs two machine-learning algorithms. The proposed
system is a self-learning or self-adjusting system. In the
previous attempts, by Anton Dan Gabriel et al, have very well
used the features of the OSC Perceptron models. This paper
attempt is inspired by this. Here the system have employed the
SVM method over the perceptron based detection system.
While main attention is get good detection rates and at the
same time keep the false positives at the minimal.
The perceptron model that use here is Kozinec algorithm for
the Binary classification of the input URLs. The Kozinec
algorithm is explained in section IV. The advantage of
perceptron and Kozinec algorithm is that it is not required to
know all the inequalities from the system to change values. It
suffices to know just a single inequality out of them.
The SVM paradigm in pattern recognition presents a lot of
advantages over other approaches some of which are: 1) the
unique solution, 2) good generalization properties, 3) rigid
theoretical foundation based on SLT and optimization theory,
4) common formulation for the class separable and the class
non-separable problems as well as for linear and non-linear
problems (through the so called “kernel trick”) and, last but not
least, 5) clear geometric intuition of the classification problem.
Due to these very attractive properties, SVM have been
successfully used in a number of applications.
The lexical features extracted here is type of protocol, country
code, domain, sub-domain, relative URL, section and subsection. Whenever the users enters a new URL, all the above
features can be extracted and check a match with the available
set of malicious URLs features. If a match exists then it will
block the user to use that URL. Otherwise the features
extracted from new URL can be quantified and give for
training and testing purpose.
The perceptron model is one of the type of machine learning
approach. This model can be used for the linear classification.
It make its predictions based on a linear predictor function
combining a set of weights with the feature vector.
Kozinec algorithm is a perceptron model which is used here
for classifying the input URLs as malicious or benign one. The
Kozinec algorithm is explained in section A. Then the output
from Kozinec algorithms is again put into the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) for better results and reduce false positives.
The SVM is explained in section B in detail. SVM produce a
hyperplane which is shown in figure 5.
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A. Kozinec Algorithm
The input is data set T = {(x1, y1)… (xl, yl)} of binary labeled
yi = {1, 2} training vectors xi 2 Rn . The Kozinec’s algorithm
builds a series of vectors
and
,
which converge to the vector
respectively. The
vectors are the solutions of the following task:

Where X1 stands for the convex hull of the training vectors of
the first class X1 = {xi: yi = 1} and X2 for the convex hull of
the second class likewise. The vector
the bias
hyperplane, the below equation

and

determine the optimal

Separating the training data from the maximal margin. The
Kozinec’s algorithm is proven to converge to the vectors
and
in infinite number of iterations t = ∞. If the e-optimal
optimality stopping condition is used, then the Kozinec’s
algorithm converges in the finite number of iterations. The
Kozinec’s algorithm can also be used to solve a simpler
problem of finding the separating hyperplane in equation

Therefore, the following two stopping conditions are
implemented:
• The separating hyperplane is sought for e < 0. The Kozinec’s
algorithm is proven to converge in a finite number of iterations
of the separating hyperplane that exists.
• The e-optimal hyperplane is sought for e >= 0. Note that
setting e = 0 forces the algorithm to seek the optimal
hyperplane which is generally ensured to be found in an
infinite number of iterations t = ∞.
B. Support VectorMachine
One of the best classification method is Support Vector
Machine (SVM). The principle of SVM is fitting a boundary
to a region of points which belongs to the same class. By
checking the already fitted boundary (on the training sample),
the new points (test samples) can be classified. i.e., by simply
checking if it is present inside the boundary or not. In SVM,
once a boundary is established, most of the training data is
redundant. This is one of the advantage of SVM. For
identifying and setting the boundary SVM only uses some set
of points. This points is called Support Vectors. SVM is called
vectors because it supporting the boundary, each of this data
points is a vector. i.e., Data in each row contains the value for
a number of attributes. All it needs is a core set of points which
can help identify and set the boundary.
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Traditional name of the boundary shown in figure 3 is
hyperplane. In case of having two attributes (2-D), this
boundary can be a straight line or a curve as shown as the
above figure 3. It can be a plane or a complex surface in 3-D.
In this paper the hyperplane will give a straight line and the
points are shown in two side of the plane.

single layer model alone. Figure 5 shows the classification of
malicious and benign URLs in a hyper plane.

Linearly Separable: For the data which can be separated
linearly, select two parallel hyperplanes that separate the two
classes of data, so that distance between both the lines is
maximum. The region b/w these two hyperplanes is known as
“margin” & maximum margin hyperplane is the one that lies
in the middle of them.

The results of the system were manually tested and the overall
detection rate were found to be improved to 84%. The number
of false positives are more, but when considering the total
number of URLs test, the false positives amount to be less than
one percent (0.85%). The number of false positives were found
to be decreasing as the test progressed.

In figure 5, the above portion of hyper plane shows the benign
set of URLs and the below portion of hyper plane shows the
malicious set of URLs.

Perceptron
train stage

SVM
Train
Stage

Train Set

Where
normal vector to the hyperplane, θi is denotes
classes & xi denotes features. The Distance between two

Train Set
Input
URL

Lexical
Feature
Extraction

hyperplanes is
, to maximize this distance denominator
value should be minimized. For proper classification, we can
build a combined equation:
Test Set

Non-Linearly Separable: To build classifier for non-linear
data, we try to minimize

Perceptron
Classifier

SVM
Classifier

Label

Update the
Training Set
Database

Here, max () method will be zero ( 0 ), if xi is on the correct
side of the margin. For data that is on opposite side of the
margin, the function’s value is proportional to the distance
from the margin. Where,

determines trade-off b/w

increasing the margin size and that
is on correct side of
the margin.
IV. RESULTS
Firstly we analyzed the lexical features of the input URL
by capturing seven features of the URL. Then quantify each
feature value depending on the features' resemblance with the
already known benign and malicious set of URLs. The systems
is trained with the existing list of correctly pre-classified
URLs. And it is tested with two layers of the learning models,
first model is based on the Kozinec algorithm and later trained
and test with the SVM model.
It is observed the detection maintains a steady 80% 85% detection rate for the first 100 input urls. Then it drops to
60% where it remains for almost next 300 URLs. As the Input
URLs are analyzed the detection rate reduces
further. However, the drop of detection is takes place over a
period of time. This means that we can adjust the model and
be better prepared for the types of URLs that are to come. The
results are better when the two layer model is used than the
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Figure 1: Block diagram of Proposed System

Figure 2: Kozinec’s algorithm for linear classification
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Figure 3: Hyper plane in 2-Dimension

security issues happening at that time. This paper also
implemented an SVM model in the second phase. By using this
two perceptron model i.e., Kozinec-SVM model the false
positive rate is reduced and it gives better classification of
malicious URLs. It can be found that by using these two model
together the malicious URLs can easily be detected and
updated into the datasets. Also it was found that the test results
improved as the training data set is updated with the test
results, after every iteration.
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